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Decoherence of a superconducting qubit due to bias noise
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We calculate for the current-biased Josephson junction the decoherence of the qubit state from noise and
dissipation. The effect of dissipation can be entirely accounted for through a semiclassical noise model that
appropriately includes the effect of zero-point and thermal fluctuations from dissipation. The magnitude and
frequency dependence of this dissipation can be fully evaluated with this model to obtain design constraints for
small decoherence. We also calculate decoherence from spin echo and Rabi control sequences and show they
are much less sensitive to low-frequency noise than for a Ramsey sequence. We predict small decoherence
rates from 1/f noise of charge, critical current, and flux based on noise measurements in prior experiments. Our
results indicate this system is a good candidate for a solid-state quantum computer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The potential to manipulate information efficiently wit
quantum mechanics1 has led to a search for a physical sy
tem that could implement a quantum computer scalable
large size. Superconducting circuits are favorable candida2

because the nonlinearity of Josephson junctions can be
to construct two-level quantum systems~qubits!, the inher-
ently low dissipation of superconductors make possible lo
coherence times, and integrated circuit technology allo
scaling to large and complex circuits.

Recently, several experiments have demonstrated the
tential of superconducting qubits with the observation
Rabi oscillations,3,4 long coherence times,5,6 and high-fidelity
state preparation and measurement.7 Future experiments
need to improve these results, as well as demonstrate l
operations by coupling the qubits via circuit elements such
inductors, capacitors, and wires.

The same wires that make these ‘‘superconducting ato
easy to manipulate, measure, and scale unfortunately
couple the qubit to other electromagnetic degrees of freed
that can be a source of decoherence via dissipation and n
A significant experimental challenge is to understand how
design these wires, balancing the competing demands
coupling and coherence.

Such a balance requires a detailed theoretical underst
ing of mechanisms of decoherence. The main purpose of
paper is to give a physical picture of decoherence, show
that it can be understood as a random fluctuation in the q
state arising from noise.

The amount of decoherence may be calculated from
spectral density of the total noise of the current bias.
consider spectral densities for an arbitrary source and
impedance, as well as 1/f noise from fluctuations in critica
current, charge, and flux. The frequency dependence of
spectral density affects the time dependence of decohere
For 1/f spectral densities, this dependence may be explo
to greatly reduce decoherence by properly choosing the
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sequence of the qubit manipulation.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we ree

press the Hamiltonian of the current-biased Josephson j
tion system as an effective two-state Hamiltonian that allo
full manipulation of the qubit state via the control curren
In Sec. III, noise in these control currents is shown to flu
tuate the state of the qubit. These fluctuations cause the m
surement of the qubit state to deviate from the expec
value and are equivalent to decoherence. We show in Sec
that these fluctuations can arise from the finite impedanc
the current bias and can be accounted for semiclassic
with quantum noise. Resistive~frequency independent! dis-
sipation is then considered and used to place limits on
magnitude of the current-bias impedance. In Sec. 28 we
culate how an arbitrary resonance affects decoherence.
result can be used to estimate decoherence for a current
that has frequency-dependent dissipation. Because this n
model readily predicts decoherence for an arbitrary no
spectral density and state sequence of the qubit, we calcu
in Sec. VI decoherence for spin echo and Rabi sequen
We argue that these sequences should be used for qua
computation because they are insensitive to low freque
1/f noise. Experimental values of 1/f noise are then used t
estimate decoherence rates for the current-biased Josep
junction. In Sec. VII we show that decoherence differs qua
tatively for Gaussian and non-Gaussian noise sources,
that decoherence from the latter can mimic a loss in m
surement fidelity.

Although some of these results are identical to that fou
in previous theoretical work for Josephson systems us
environmental and spin-boson models,9,2,8,10,11 we believe
this paper is especially useful because the noise model g
a more physical description to the origins of the decohere
and can thus be generalized readily to more complex exp
mental situations. Since the performance of electronic s
tems is typically evaluated using noise models and noise
be classically understood and measured, we believe this
proach will be a particularly insightful for the Josephson, a
indeed many other qubit systems.
©2003 The American Physical Society10-1
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II. THE CURRENT-BIASED JOSEPHSON JUNCTION

In this section we describe the basic physics of
current-biased Josephson junction, showing that when
two lowest energy levels are used as a qubit, the qubit s
can be fully manipulated with low- and microwave
frequency control currents. In a Bloch sphere description
the state, we show that these control currents simply ro
the Bloch vector. We consider here a circuit model witho
dissipation, as shown in Fig. 1~a!, whereas the full mode
with dissipation@Fig. 1~c!# is considered later in Sec. IV.

The quantum behavior of the current-biased Joseph
junction has been described in detail elsewhere.12–14 The
Hamiltonian of the system of Fig. 1~a! with bias sourceI,
junction critical currentI 0, and junction capacitanceC is

H5
1

2C
Q̂22

I 0F0

2p
cosd̂2

IF0

2p
d̂, ~1!

whereF05h/2e is the superconducting flux quantum. Th
operatorsQ̂ and d̂ correspond to the charge and the sup
conducting phase difference across the junction, respectiv
and have a commutation relationship@ d̂,Q̂#52ei. Quantum
mechanical behavior can be observed for large area junct
in which I 0F0/2p5EJ@EC5e2/2C when the bias current is
slightly smaller than the critical currentI &I 0. In this regime
the last two terms inH can be accurately approximated by
cubic potential U(d) parametrized by a barrier heigh

DU(I )5(2A2I 0F0/3p)@12I /I 0#3/2 and a quadratic curva
ture at the bottom of the well that gives a classical oscillat
frequencyvp(I )521/4(2pI 0 /F0C)1/2@12I /I 0#1/4 @see Fig.
1~b!#. This plasma frequency can be understood as the ju
tion resonance frequencyvp51/ALJC, where the Josephso
inductance isLJ5F0/2pI 0cosda and the average phaseda is
given throughI 5I 0sinda . It is useful to think of this system
as an anharmonic ‘‘LC’’ oscillator created from the Josep
son inductance and the junction capacitance, with the an
monicity arising from the nonlinear 1/cosd term in LJ .

The commutation relation leads to quantized energy lev
in the cubic potential,15 with the two lowest levels being
used as the qubit states. Microwaves induce transitions

FIG. 1. ~a! Model of a current-biased Josephson junction wi
out dissipation~infinite impedance of current bias!. ~b! Cubic po-
tential U showing qubit states.~c! Circuit model including finite
impedance current bias, represented by admittanceY and its noise
I n .
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tween levels at a frequencyvmn5Emn /\5(Em2En)/\,
whereEn is the energy of stateun&. The two lowest transi-
tions have frequencies

v10.vpS 12
5

36

\vp

DU D ~2a!

and

v21.vpS 12
5

18

\vp

DU D . ~2b!

These two frequencies must be different for the qubit to
have as a two-state system. The ratioDU/\vp parametrizes
the anharmonicity of the cubic potential with regards to t
qubit states. Because typical operation selects the numb
states in the well to be approximatelyDU/\vp;4, the tran-
sition frequency between qubit states isv10.0.96vp and the
separation of the two lowest resonant frequencies isv10
2v21.0.034v10.

The state of the qubit can be controlled with the b
current, which may be written as

I ~ t !5I dc1DI ~ t ! ~3a!

5I dc1I l f ~ t !1I mwc~ t !cosv10t1I mws~ t !sinv10t.
~3b!

We require that the currentsI l f , I mwc , andI mws are varied in
time slowly compared to 2p/(v102v21);3 ns to inhibit
1→2 transitions. These long pulses restrict the dynamics
the system to the Hilbert space spanned by the lowest
states. The Hamiltonian foronly these two states is

H25S E01^0ud̂u0&
F0

2p
DI ^0ud̂u1&

F0

2p
DI

^1ud̂u0&
F0

2p
DI E11^1ud̂u1&

F0

2p
DI
D ,

~4!

where the full Hamiltonian is solved forI 5I dc to obtain the
basis statesu0& and u1& and corresponding eigenenergiesE0
andE1.

The off-diagonal matrix elements are well approximat
by the harmonic oscillator value ^0ud̂u1&
5(2p/F0)A\/2v10C due to the small nonlinearity of this
system. By removing nonresonant terms and reexpres
the Hamiltonian H2 in the v10 rotating frame where
exp(2iv10t)u1&→u1&, we find

H (2)5ŝxI mwc~ t !A\/2v10C/2,

1ŝyI mws~ t !A\/2v10C/2,

1ŝzI l f ~ t !~]E10/]I dc!/2, ~5!

whereŝx,y,z are Pauli operators.
The form ofH (2) implies that the qubit state can be full

manipulated with the classical bias currentsI mwc(t), I mws(t),

-

0-2
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andI l f (t). If these control currents have constant values o
time Dt, we can define a control vectorcW5(cx ,cy ,cz) with

cW5S I mwcA \

2v10C
,I mwsA \

2v10C
,I l f

]E10

]I dc
D Dt

\
. ~6!

The control currents change the qubit state after timeDt
according to the unitary transformation1

U5exp@2 iH (2)Dt/\#, ~7a!

5exp@2 i ŝ•cW /2#, ~7b!

5ŝ0cos
ucW u
2

2 i
ŝ•cW

ucW u
sin

ucW u
2

, ~7c!

whereŝ5(ŝx ,ŝy ,ŝz) and ŝ0 is the identity matrix.
One way to visualize howcW controls the qubit state is via

the standard Bloch-sphere description. As illustrated in F
2, the direction of the Bloch vector describes the qubit st
according toC5cos(u/2)u0&1sin(u/2)exp(if)u1&. The angle
u of the vector corresponds to the occupation amplitude
the state, whereas the anglef gives the phase of the stat
The probability of measuring the ground state is given
cos2(u/2). Operations ofŝx , ŝy , andŝz correspond to rota-
tions of the state vector around thex̂, ŷ, andẑ axis, respec-
tively. In general, a control vectorcW rotates the Bloch vecto
around thecW axis with angleucW u. For example, a ‘‘p/2-pulse’’
with control vectorcW5(0,p/2,0) changes the stateu0& to the
state (u0&1u1&)/A2.

III. CALCULATION OF DECOHERENCE FOR AN
ARBITRARY NOISE SOURCE

Because the bias current controls the qubit, noise in
bias current fluctuates the qubit state and causes deco
ence. In this section we calculate how noise randomly rota
the Bloch vector around the three axes. Because we s
rated the effect of the bias current into lowI l f (t) and micro-
wave frequency I mwc(t)cosv10t1I mws(t)sinv10t compo-
nents, the effect of noise can be separated likewise. Since

FIG. 2. Bloch sphere representation of the qubit state. Con
vectorc5(cx ,cy ,cz) rotates the Bloch vector around axis of dire
tion cxx̂1cyŷ1czẑ with angleucu.
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net effect of these rotations depends on the state of the q
we calculate how these fluctuations affect the measurem
of the state for two typical experimental situations.

Current noise at low frequency fluctuates thecz compo-
nent of the control vector, which randomly rotates the Blo
vector around theẑ axis due toŝz operations. These random
rotations produce noise in the phasef of the qubit state.
Since the phase isf(t)5*0

t dtv10(t), the phase noise after
time t is

fn~ t !5
]v10

]I dc
E

0

t

dt8I n~ t8!. ~8!

Physically, phase noise arises from noise current flow
through the nonlinear inductance of the junction that in tu
causesv10 to vary.

The magnitude of the phase noise is described by
mean-squared valuêfn

2(t)&. This quantity is calculated with
the noise power ofI n , described as the spectral dens
SI( f ). It is defined as the mean-squared amplitude of
current noise at frequencyf per 1 Hz bandwidth. The time
average of the correlation function is computed with t
noise power by

^I n~ t !I n~0!&5E
0

`

d f SI~ f !cos 2p f t. ~9!

Using Eq.~8! the mean-squared phase noise is

^fn
2~ t !&5S ]v10

]I dc
D 2K E

0

t

dt8I n~ t8!E
0

t

dt9I n~ t9!L ~10a!

5S ]v10

]I dc
D 2E

0

`

d f SI~ f !E
0

t

dt8E
0

t

dt9Reei2p f (t82t9)

~10b!

5S ]v10

]I dc
D 2E

0

v10/2p

d f SI~ f ! W0~ f !, ~10c!

whereW0( f ) is a spectral weight function given by

W0~ f !5U E
0

t

dt8ei2p f t8U2

~11a!

5
sin2~p f t !

~p f !2
. ~11b!

The phase noise integral is cutoff for frequencies greater t
v10/2p. For these frequencies, the noise current prima
flows through the junction capacitance, not the junction, a
thus does not significantly modulatev10. Furthermore, noise
at v10 should not be included because it is accounted fo
stimulated transitions, as computed below. Integrating
noise to a cutoff frequencyv10/2p is a good approximation
because for most circuit impedances a change in this cu
frequency only logarithmically affects the phase noise@see
Eq. ~26!#.

ol
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The spectral weightW0( f ) is constant for frequencyf
&1/t and decreases as 1/f 2 at higher frequencies. This im
plies that the phase noise has a contribution for most n
sources only from low frequencies. For the case when
low frequency noise is constant~white! and equal toSI

0 , Eqs.
~10c! and ~11b! can be integrated to yield

^fn
2~ t !&5~]v10/]I dc!

2SI
0t/2. ~12!

Noise at high frequency nearv10 produces 0→1 and 1→0
transitions. The decoherence from these transitions ma
calculated in a similar fashion as phase noise. The con
current for cx and cy is given by I mwc(t)cosv10t
1I mws(t)sinv10t, which implies that mixing from noise
around frequencyv10 can be represented by low frequen
noise in I mwc(t) and I mws(t). With a constant spectral den
sity of current noise immediately aroundv10, the spectral
densities ofI mwc and I mws are constant and each equal
2SI(v10/2p). This noise produces randomŝx andŝy opera-
tions that rotates the Bloch vector around thex̂ and ŷ axes,
defined by anglesux and uy , respectively. The fluctuation
of ux anduy are calculated exactly as for phase noise. Us
Eq. ~12! with SI

0→2SI(v10/2p) and replacing (]v10/
]I dc)

2→1/2\v10C as implied by Eq.~5!, we find

^ux
2~ t !&5^uy

2~ t !&5~1/2\v10C!SI~v10/2p!t. ~13!

The probability distributions off, ux , anduy are needed
to fully describe the noise in the Bloch vector and to pred
measurement probabilities. Since the amplitude of
current-bias noise is typically described by Gaussian sta
tics, the probability density to find a given value ofx is given
by

dp~x!

dx
5

exp~2x2/2^x2&!

A2p^x2&
, ~14!

where the rotation angles arex5f, ux , or uy , and^x2& is
the mean squared noise that has been previously calcul

We next calculate how these random rotations in
Bloch vector affect the state of the qubit. Because the Bl
state is represented bytwo variablesu andf, but noise pro-
duces rotations around thethreeaxesx̂, ŷ, andẑ, the effect
of noise depends on the direction of the Bloch vector. I
state vector has angle« with respect to a rotation axis, the
rotations about that axis moves the vector a distance pro
tional to sin«. In particular, if the Bloch vector points alon
one of the axesx̂, ŷ, or ẑ, then «50 and the noise corre
sponding to that axis has no effect. Rotations from the t
remaining axes may be treated independently to first o
when the noise is small.

In a first example, we calculate the effect of noise on
ground state and its measurement. When the qubit is ini
ized to this state, in the absence of noisecW50 and the prob-
ability to measure the ground state is fixed atp051. Because
the Bloch vector is parallel to theẑ axis, current-bias noise a
low frequency has no effect on the state or the measurem
However, noise near the frequencyv10 rotates the Bloch
vector in bothux anduy , moving the system away from th
09451
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ground state and givingp0,1. The average probabilityp0
of measuring stateu0& is calculated from the usual probabilit
of measuring the ground state cos2(u/2).cos2@(ux

2

1uy
2)1/2/2#, integrating16 over the Gaussian probability distr

butions ofux anduy

p05E
2`

`

duxE
2`

`

duy

dp~ux!

dux

dp~uy!

duy
cos2@~ux

21uy
2!1/2/2#

~15a!

.0.510.5 exp@2~^ux
2~ t !&1^uy

2~ t !&!/2# ~15b!

50.510.5 exp@2~1/2\v10C!SI~v10/2p!t#. ~15c!

Equation~15b! implies that the Bloch vector fluctuates b
the total magnitudêu2&5^ux

2&1^uy
2&. Additionally, the ex-

ponential decay ofp0 with time implies that the change o
the state can be described by the rate

gs5~1/2\v10C!SI~v10/2p!, ~16!

which corresponds to the 0→1 transition rate for stimulated
absorption. There is no contribution from phase noise
cause low frequency noise can not add energy\v10 to the
qubit to excite a 0→1 transition.

When the initial state isu1&, an identical calculation finds
the 1→0 transition rate for stimulated emission to begs , as
expected. Because the stimulated emission and absorp
rates are equal, the probability of measuring the ground s
approaches 1/2 at long times, as given byp0 in Eq. ~15c!.

In a second example, we calculate the effect of noise o
superposition state that is created and measured in a ‘‘R
sey fringe’’ experiment. In this case the qubit will be sen
tive to both stimulated transitions and phase noise. The s
(u0&1u1&)/A2 is first created with ap/2 pulse, then after
time t any change in the state is measured by applyin
2p/2 pulse and performing a state measurement. After
initial pulse, the Bloch vector points in thex̂ direction and
moves from noise only inf and uy . Thus after the final
pulse the state deviates fromu50 by ^u2&.^fn

2&1^uy
2&. For

a spectral density that is white, the phase noise grows
early with t @Eq. ~12!# and can be described with a rategf

5(]v10/]I dc)
2SI

0/4. In this case the total decoherence rate
given byg25gf1gs/2.

These two examples illustrate that the decoherence
depends on the state of the qubit. The ground state is affe
by fluctuations inux anduy , with each contributinggs/2 to
the total decoherence rate. The superposition state is affe
by noise inf anduy , which gives a rategf1gs/2.

Qualitatively, decoherence can be thought of as the de
tion of probability measurements from the ideal intend
outcome. From the examples in this section, decoherence
be understood as fluctuations in the Bloch vector induced
noise. Since the measured decoherence rate depends o
state of the qubit, a more fundamental representation of
coherence should directly describe fluctuations in the ro
tions f, ux , anduy .
0-4
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IV. DECOHERENCE FROM DISSIPATION

Calculations in previous sections assumed the cir
model of Fig. 1~a! with an ideal bias-current source of infi
nite impedance. In an actual experiment, the finite imp
ance of the bias-current source produces decoherence o
qubit from dissipation and its noise. The bias source may
a complicated electrical circuit with many electromagne
modes. Because its response is typically linear,18 we can de-
scribe it with a frequency-dependent admittanceY(v) as
shown in Fig. 1~c!.

Quantum fluctuations in the bias current are included
no longer considering the quantityI n(t8) in Eq. ~8! as a
classical variable, but as an operator. Following the der
tion of Ref. 17, the effect of quantum and thermal fluctu
tions can be taken into account semi-classically with
noise model presented in the last section, but with a no
spectral density of positive and negative frequencies. We
culate transition rates and phase noise, and show that d
pation can be understood as a 1→0 transition induced by
zero-point noise. We also consider the case of resistive
sipation and estimate the coherence time for typical junc
parameters.

We first consider the current fluctuations from a singleLC
resonant mode with no damping. The current-current co
lation function for this resonant mode is17

^I ~ t !I ~0!&5
\v0

2L
~^c†c&e1 iv0t1^cc†&e2 iv0t!, ~17!

wherev051/ALC andc† andc are the normal creation an
annihilation operators. Equation~17! can be rewritten, using
the thermal-quantum expectation values^c†c&
51/@exp(\v0 /kT)21# and ^cc†&5^c†c&11, as

^I ~ t !I ~0!&5
\v0

4L
$@coth~1\v0/2kT!11#e1 iv0t

2@coth~2\v0/2kT!11#e2 iv0t%. ~18!

Note that this correlation function has a different magnitu
at the positive and negative frequency. Using the Calde
Legget representation of dissipation, the admittanceY(v)
can be constructed from a bath of harmonic oscillators wit
density of oscillation frequencies proportional to Re$Y(v)%,
the real~dissipative! part of the admittance. The spectral de
sity of the current noise is obtained by a Fourier transform
Eq. ~18! summed over all the oscillator modes, which giv
at positive and negative frequencies17

SI
qu~v/2p!5\v@coth~\v/2kT!11#ReY~v! ~19a!

5
2\v

12exp~2\v/kT!
ReY~v!. ~19b!

The spectral density at negative and positive frequen
corresponds to the emission and absorption of photons f
the admittanceY, as can be understood by the creation a
annihilation operators in Eq.~17!. The spectral density a
negative frequencies corresponds to the blackbody radia
formula for a dissipative element. The 0→1 transition rate is
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proportional to the spectral density of noise at the nega
frequency2v10, whereas the 1→0 rate is given by noise a
the positive frequencyv10. The ratio of these two rates ar
given by

SI
qu~2v/2p!

SI
qu~v/2p!

5exp~2\v/kT!, ~20!

which obeys detailed balance and thus gives occupa
probabilities of the two states with the correct Boltzm
factor.

The sum and difference of the spectral densities are

SI
1~v/2p!5SI

qu~v/2p!1SI
qu~2v/2p! ~21a!

52\v cotanh~\v/2kT!ReY~v! ~21b!

54kT ReY~v! ~\v!kT! ~21c!

and

SI
-~v/2p!5SI

qu~v/2p!2SI
qu~2v/2p! ~22a!

52\v ReY~v!. ~22b!

The spectral densitySI
1(v/2p) is the conventional expres

sion for the total thermal and quantum noise, where
SI

-(v/2p) is the zero-point noise.
We calculate decoherence differently for fluctuations

ux , uy , andf. For decoherence in theu directions, fluctua-
tions in u change the amplitude of theu0& and u1& states,
which implies energy has been exchanged with the envir
mentY. The 0→1 and 1→0 transition rates can be compute
with the spectral densities of the negative and positive
quencies using the rategs derived in the last section. Th
0→1 transition rate is proportional toSI

qu(2v10/2p),
whereas the 1→0 rate is proportional toSI

qu(v10/2p)
5SI

qu(2v10/2p)1SI
-(v/2p). We can reexpress the effect o

both of these rates with two new rates: a decoherence
g th}SI

qu(2v10/2p) arising from thermal noise that i
independentof the transition direction, and a 1→0 decay
rate g1}SI

-(v/2p) arising from zero-point noise that cor
responds to dissipation. ReplacingSI in Eq. ~16! with
SI

qu(2v10/2p) andSI
-(v10/2p), we find a decoherence rat

g th5
ReY~v10!/C

exp~\v10/kT!21
~23!

and a decay rate

g15ReY~v10!/C. ~24!

The decay rateg1 agrees with a conventional calculation
spontaneous decay of theu1& state.19 The thermal decoher
ence rateg th is usually negligible because experiments ty
cally operate at low temperatureT!\v10/k.

For decoherence inf, no net energy is exchanged wit
the environment becauseu is constant. With no dependenc
0-5
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on the transition direction, the spectral densitySI
1(v/2p) is

used in Eq.~10c! to find the phase noise

^fn
2~ t !&5S ]v10

]I dc
D 2E

0

v10/2p

d f SI
1~ f !W0~ f !. ~25!

Environmental and spin-boson calculations have previou
calculated the effects of dissipation on decoherence.9,2,8,10In
the Appendix we show that this calculation for the pha
noise gives equivalent results.

We consider the case of a resistor environmentY51/R.
The decay rate of theu1& state isg151/RC. The phase noise
is calculated from Eq.~25! to be

^fn
2~ t !&.

kT

3DU

t

RC
1

\vp

3pDU

ln~1.788v10t !

vpRC
, ~26!

where we have used the formulas forvp(I ) and DU(I ) to
find

~]v10/]I dc!
2.~]vp /]I dc!

2 ~27a!

51/6CDU. ~27b!

The first term in̂ fn
2& comes from thermal noise. Being pro

portional to time, it gives a phase decoherence rategf
th

5(kT/6DU)/RC for a Ramsey fringe experiment that
slower than the energy decay rate 1/RC. The second term
^fn

2&ZP comes from the zero-point noise, and varies in tim
only logarithmically. Becausêfn

2&ZP is not proportional tot,
describing it with arate would be misleading. Instead, th
term produces an error probabilitype for Ramsey fringes tha
is approximately constant over time. Using Eq.~15b!, we
calculate for̂ fn

2&5^fn
2&ZP and small errors

pe512p0 ~28a!

.^fn
2&/4. ~28b!

For the typical junction parameters listed in Table I, w
find the decoherence rates from energy decay and the
phase noise areg151/RC and gf

th.1/360RC, respectively.
Decoherence is clearly dominated by the energy decay
g1. For a junction capacitance of 6 pF, a coherence time
10m s requiresR51.7 MV . This magnitude of impedanc
can be achieved using broadband inductive impeda
transformers.7 For these parameters, the phase noise fr
zero-point fluctuations gives a error probabilitype
.0.1/vpRC;1026 and thus is negligible.

TABLE I. Typical experimental parameters for a junction
areaA that is used in this paper for numerical calculations. L
column lists junction design parameters~see Ref. 7!. Center column
lists typical parameters when current biased in the quantum reg
Right column lists estimates of experimental time-scales.

A5100 m m2 vp/2p'6 GHz v10t;106

I 0520 m A DU/\vp'4 f mt;1026

C56 pF \vp /kT'15
T520 mK
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When considering how noise causes decoherence,
useful to categorize the noise for three frequency bands
low frequencies less than 1/t;10 MHz, decoherence arise
from phase noise produced by thermal and external noise
intermediate frequencies 1/t to v10/2p, phase decoherence
much less sensitive to noise becauseW0}1/f 2. Decoherence
from quantum fluctuations is typically negligible unless f
some frequency range the damping is not small a
ReY/vpC*0.01. Finally, at the transition frequencyv10,
decoherence arises from spontaneous decay, and stimu
emission and absorption.

V. DECOHERENCE FROM A RESONANT CIRCUIT

The procedures presented in the previous section ca
used to calculate decoherence for an arbitrary admitta
Because the important characteristics of the admittance
often resonances, we calculate in this section the effec
such resonances on decoherence. These results help th
signer to understand the requirements ofY(v) for good qu-
bit operation. We consider the case of a single resona
mode with resonance frequency far fromv10. For multiple
resonances, the phase noise is summed from the resul
the individual modes.

A series resonant circuit has an admittanceY(v)51/(Rs
1 ivLs11/ivCs), whereRs , Ls , andCs is the resistance
inductance, and capacitance of the circuit. For a low f
quency resonancevs51/ALsCs!v10 and low dampingRs
!vsLs , we calculate from Eq.~25!

^fn
2&.S ]v10

]I dc
D 2

^I n
2&

12cos~vst !exp~2tRs/2Ls!

2~vs/2!2
, ~29!

where^I n
2& is the total noise in the resonant mode given b

1

2
Ls^I n

2&5
1

4
\vscotanh~\vs/2kT! ~30a!

5
1

2
kT ~\v!kT!. ~30b!

The phase noise grows aŝfn
2&.(]v10/]I dc)

2^I n
2&t2 for

times less than the oscillation period of the resonanct
,1/vs . With the amplitude of the phase noise proportion
to t, the fluctuations can be understood as a change in
resonance frequency (]v10/]I dc)^I n

2&1/2 by the noise of the
bias current.

For time t@1/vs , the phase noise does not grow larg
because the change of the frequency is averaged ove
oscillating noise. The magnitude of the phase noise may
estimated by ignoring the cos(vst) term, and usingvp.v10
can be rewritten as

^fn
2&.

1

6

\v10

DU

v10LJ

vsLs
cotanh~\vs/2kT!. ~31!

A constant phase noise implies a constant measurement e
Using Eq. ~28b!, its magnitude ispe;1025(v10/vs) for
typical experimental parameters and realistic values ofLs

t

e.
0-6
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such thatLs /LJ.100. Although small, this measurement e
ror may become significant if the resonant frequency is c
siderably belowv10 or if there are many low-frequency reso
nant modes.

For a high frequency resonancevs.v10, the current
flowing through the junction is only a fraction (v10/vs)

2 of
the total noise current. When combined with Eq.~31! and
assuming kT!\v10, we find pe.(\v10/24DU)(L j /
Ls)(v10/vs)

5. Because this result falls to zero rapidly wi
increasing resonance frequency, we conclude that resona
higher thanv10 produce negligible decoherence. This res
justifies the use ofv10/2p as the cutoff frequency in Eq
~25!. For the casevs.v10, the effect of the resonant mod
must be solved with a full quantum mechanical calculatio

VI. DECOHERENCE FROM 1 Õf NOISE AND SPIN-ECHO
SEQUENCES

Because actual experimental circuits have 1/f noise that at
low frequencies far exceed the thermodynamic noise con
ered in Sec. IV , understanding and predicting this decoh
ence is crucial in order to optimally design Josephson qub
We first consider 1/f charge noise, which should produc
small phase noise but potentially gives significant amou
of decoherence from stimulated emission and absorption.
next consider critical current and flux 1/f noise, which pro-
duces phase noise. We calculate that the phase noise for
echo and Rabi sequences is much less than for the Ram
sequence studied previously. Finally, we numerically e
mate decoherence from 1/f noise using magnitudes of th
noise obtained in the literature. Although 1/f noise is poten-
tially the dominant source of decoherence, we argue tha
effect can be made negligible by using spin-echo types
sequences.

Experiments on single-electron-tunneling devices h
shown that tunnel junctions produce 1/f charge noise20 with
a spectral densitySq( f ).Sq* (1 Hz)/f . The magnitude of
this noise typically isSq* (1 Hz).(1023e)2 for a junction
with area 0.01m m2. The spectral density of the noise scal
as the area of the junction because the size of a junctio
much larger than the characteristic distance of the cha
fluctuations, typically an atomic dimension, causing the fl
tuations to add incoherently.

The qubit considered here is sensitive to current no
which is related to the charge noise bySI

q( f )
5(2p f )2Sq( f )5(2p)2f Sq* (1 Hz). With spectral density
proportional tof, Eq. ~26! is used to calculate phase nois
This integral should have a cutoff frequency;kT/h if the
charge fluctuators are in thermal equilibrium. However,
cause experiments are consistent with 1/f charge noise tha
extends to frequencies as high asv10/2p,21 we calculate the
phase noise as

^fn
2&5S ]v10

]I dc
D 2E

0

v10/2p

d f~2p!2f Sq* ~1 Hz!W0~ f ! ~32a!

.
Sq* ~1 Hz!/C

DU

2

3
ln~1.788v10t !. ~32b!
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We find that this phase noise produces a negligible meas
ment error pe.531026 for the experimental parameter
previously listed.

Charge noise at frequencyv10 also produces stimulate
emission and absorption at a rate calculated from Eq.~16! to
begs52p2Sq* (1 Hz)/Ch. We estimategs;(0.7 m s)21 us-
ing the measured noise spectral density at 1 Hz. Because
calculation assumes noise is present at frequenciesf @ kT/h
and extrapolates the 1/f noise power over 10 orders of mag
nitude in frequency, this rate is only a rough estimate a
must be experimentally measured.

Phase noise also arises from critical-current and fluxf
fluctuations. These noise sources produce an effective
rent noiseSI

1/f5SI 0
1SF /L2 for our circuit, whereSI 0

and

SF are the experimentally determined spectral density of
critical current and flux noise, respectively, andL is the in-
ductance of the loop connected to the qubit junction. Fo
noise spectral densitySI

1/f( f )5SI* (1 Hz)/f , the phase noise
is

^fn
2~ t !&5S ]v10

]I dc
D 2E

f m

v10/2p

d f
SI* ~1 Hz!

f
W0~ f ! ~33a!

.S ]v10

]I dc
D 2

SI* ~1 Hz!ln~0.401/f mt !t2 ~33b!

5
SI* ~1 Hz!LJ

DU

ln~0.401/f mt !

6
~v10t !

2, ~33c!

wheref m corresponds to the frequency of the entire measu
ment and gives a low-frequency cutoff. Apart from th
slowly varying logarithm term, the phase noise is found to
proportional tot2 and thus can not be understood as a ra
Instead, it is better understood as a change in oscilla
frequency for every repetition of an experiment.

Decoherence from phase noise can be reduced4 by oper-
ating the qubit so that drifts in the oscillation frequency a
cancelled out. The method is analogous to spin echo
nuclear magnetic resonance, or lock-in techniques that
commonly used to reduce the effect of 1/f noise.

For spin echo, the sequence of control pulses arecW0
5(0,p/2,0), wait for time t/2, cW15(0,p,0), wait for time
t/2, thencW25(0,p/2,0). This is similar to the Ramsey fring
sequence except for an additional control pulse at timet/2
that interchanges the statesu0& and u1&, thus reversing the
low-frequency drift. The phase noise for this sequence is

fn~ t !5
]v10

]I dc
S E

0

t/2

dt8I n~ t8!2E
t/2

t

dt8I n~ t8! D . ~34!

The mean squared amplitude of the phase noise may
found using Eq.~10c!, but with a spectral weight for the spi
echo sequence given by
0-7
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WSE1~ f !5U E
0

t/2

dt8ei2p f t82E
t/2

t

dt8ei2p f t8U2

~35a!

5tan2~p f t/2!
sin2~p f t !

~p f !2
. ~35b!

Comparing this result withW0( f ), we find that the additiona
term tan2(p f t/2) renders the phase noise insensitive to l
frequency noise. We calculate for a generalization of the s
echo experiment using 2N21 p pulses

WSEN~ f !5tan2~p f t/2N!
sin2~p f t !

~p f !2
, ~36!

wheret is the time between the twop/2 Ramsey pulses. In
Fig. 3 we plot the spectral weight function for the case of
spin echo as well as with spin echo forN51 andN510.
This figure shows that the spectral weight functions for s
echo are no longer sensitive to noise at dc and very
frequencies, but are mainly sensitive to noise at the
quencyf r5N/t.

Rabi oscillations are also insensitive to low-frequen
noise. They are observed with a pulse sequence consistin
a microwave pulse of frequencyv10 and durationt with an
amplitude such thatcW5(0,2pN,0). The calculation proceed
similarly as for spin echo except that the noise moves
Bloch vector out of thex̂-ŷ plane, andfn now represents the
magnitude of the Bloch vector in theŷ direction. The pre-
diction for phase noise is similar to previous results but ha
spectral weight function

WR~ f !5U E
0

t

dt8ei2p f t8sin~2p f r t8!U2

~37a!

5S f r f

f r
22 f 2D 2

sin2~p f t !

~p f !2
. ~37b!

This spectral weight function has a shape comparable to
spin-echo function, but has smaller harmonic weight.

Decoherence for the Ramsey, spin-echo, and Rabi p
sequences may be evaluated and compared for white anf
noise. For constant spectral densitySI

0 , the Ramsey and spin

FIG. 3. Spectral weight functions vs frequencyf, plotted for t
51 and four control sequences described in text: RamseyW0 , N
51 spin echoWSE1, RabiWR , andN510 spin echoWSE10.
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echo sequences both give^fn
2(t)&5(]v10/]I dc)

2SI
0t/2. The

Rabi sequence gives a result 1/2 as large because the
frequency noise affects the Bloch vector less during the t
the vector points in theẑ direction. For 1/f noise, because the
spectral-weight function peaks at frequencyf r5N/t, the
phase noise is well approximated by

^fn
2~ t !&a5~]v10/]I dc!

2SI~ f r !t/2 ~38!

for the spin-echo sequence, and 1/2 this expression for
Rabi sequence. This expression is identical to the results
white noise but with the noise spectral density being eva
ated at frequencyf r . This result agrees well with that ob
tained from numerical integration, as shown in Table II. No
that the phase noise is slightly larger than the approxim
result for the Rabi sequence because of the decreased
monic content in the spectral weight function. Because
phase noisêfn

2(t)&a increases linearly with time, the deco
herence can now be described with a rate.

When the noise spectral density is 1/f , spin echo or Rabi
sequences significantly reduce decoherence as compare
Ramsey sequence. In contrast, there is no difference betw
the sequences when the noise is white because the n
is uncorrelated in time. Comparing Eq.~38! with Eq. ~33c!,
we find the phase noise is lowered with spin echo by a fac
2N ln(0.401/f mt), which is a large factor;26 even forN
51.

We use Eq.~38! to estimate the coherence time of a qua
tum computer under the assumption that the operation of
computer will incorporate pulse sequences that interchan
the qubit states in order to reduce the effect of low-freque
noise. Additionally, since the spectral weight functions pea
at the frequencyf r5N/t, the frequency dependence of th
noise spectral density can be measured with the spin e
and Rabi pulse sequences. This experiment would verif
the dominant decoherence mechanism is 1/f noise and mea-
sure its magnitude.

In Table III we list our estimates for the phase decoh
ence rates from published values of the 1/f noise. Experi-
ments have shown that the critical-current noise22 has SI 0

TABLE II. Table of ^fn
2(t)&/^fn

2(t)&a for six values ofN, nu-
merically calculated for 1/f noise, and the spin echo and Rabi pul
sequences. Numerical values close to one confirm Eq.~38! is a
good approximation.

N 1 2 3 5 10 100

SpinEcho 1.386 1.204 1.121 1.040 0.962 0.869
Rabi 1.397 1.266 1.204 1.143 1.085 1.013

TABLE III. Table of phase noise and decoherence rates for t
types of 1/f noise. Scaling with junction area A is also listed. A sp
echo frequency of 107Hz has been assumed.

1/f noise Ramseŷ fn
2(t)& Spin echo,gf Scaling

I 0 (t/14 ms)2 (48 ms)21 A2/3

F (t/50 ms)2 (620 ms)21 A21
0-8
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.SI0
* (1 Hz)/f , with SI 0

* (1 Hz).(1026I 0)2 for a 100m m2

area junction at 4 K. The parameterSI 0
* (1 Hz)/I 0

2 has been

found23 to scale inversely with junction area and proportion
to T2 down to at least 100 mK. We estimate for the juncti
parameters of Table I a noise SI( f )
5(1026I 0)2(0.1 K/4 K)2/ f . Equation ~33c! predicts for a
Ramsey fringe experiment̂fn

2(t)&;(t/14 m s)2, whereas
Eq. ~38! gives for a spin-echo sequence with frequen
107 Hz a decoherence rategf5(48 ms)21. Measurements
on flux noise has shownSF. SF* (1 Hz)/f , whereSF* (1 Hz)
.(531026F0)2 does not vary greatly with inductor valu
or temperature.24,25,23 Flux noise26–28 gives for L53 nH a
spectral current densitySI( f )5(531026F0)2/(3 nH)2f .
We predict for a Ramsey fringe experiment^fn

2(t)&
;(t/50 m s)2, whereas we findgf5(620 ms)21 for a spin-
echo sequence with frequency 107 Hz. These estimations in
dicate that 1/f noise should not be a significant limitation fo
coherence if logic operations use spin-echo type sequen

We can also estimate how decoherence changes
junction areaA. The junction parameters should be scaled
C}A and I 0}A2/3 if we use the condition thatDU and vp
are held constant with changes inA. This implies that the
critical-current density of the junction scales as 1/A1/3. As
discussed previously, the decay rate due to dissipation o
environment isg15ReY(v10)/C. Because the impedanc
transformation of ReY is inversely proportional to the squar
of the critical current of the filter junction7 and its critical-
current scales with the qubit area, we findg1}1/A7/3. The
decoherence from charge noise isSq* (1 Hz)/C, which im-
plies that there is no dependence on area. For critical cur
noise, the decoherence scales asSI 0

* (1 Hz)/C}A2/3. Because

flux noise is independent of junction parameters, its deco
ence is proportional to 1/A. Since decoherence can eith
increase or decrease with area depending on the mecha
its proper optimization depends on the exact numerical
ues of the circuit, its impedance transformer, and no
sources. The present junction parameters can be furthe
timized after we experimental measure and confirm h
these noise mechanisms affect decoherence.

VII. DECOHERENCE FROM NON-GAUSSIAN NOISE

Decoherence calculations typically assume a Gaus
distribution of the noise. Because this assumption may no
obeyed for 1/f noise in Josephson junctions, we present
this section a qualitative analysis that may be useful for
terpreting experiments. A non-Gaussian source can affe
Ramsey fringe experiment in a way that is qualitatively d
ferent than described earlier in Sec. III.

Noise sources are typically well described by Gauss
statistics because the noise is averaged over a large nu
of fluctuators. However, individual fluctuators can be o
served in Josephson junctions, particularly submicrom
area devices.25,20A single fluctuator can produce sudden a
large changes in the noise signal at random times, an
often described as ‘‘random telegraph noise.’’ For simplic
we consider the case of a single random-telegraph fluctu
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superimposed on a noise background that is Gaussian
white.

If a Ramsey experiment is performed during the tim
when the telegraph noise is not active, then the state evo
in the normal way. An average over such events gives
usual decay of the state probability. But if the experime
overlaps with a telegraph fluctuation, then the fluctuat
adds noise to the phase. For simplicity, if we assume la
random telegraph fluctuations, the phase noise becomes
enough to randomize the individual state measureme
When both the Gaussian and telegraph events are aver
together, we expect a measurement of the Ramsey fringe
give the usual state decay but with reduced amplitude.

This reduction in magnitude is an interesting predicti
because it can mimic loss of fidelity from the state measu
ment. These two mechanisms probably can be distinguis
only with careful experiments.

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated the effective two-state Hamilton
for the current-biased Josephson junction, and have sh
that a qubit state can be fully manipulated with the cont
currents. Noise in the control currents produces decohere
in the qubit, with noise at microwave frequencies affecti
the relative population between the ground and excited st
and noise at low frequency affecting the phase of the st
The finite impedance of the current bias produces deco
ence in a manner that can be calculated semiclassically
appropriately adding thermal and zero-point noise.

There are several advantages to calculating decoher
with noise. Noise calculations give a physical understand
to the origins of decoherence, and may be easily extende
include arbitrary admittance, noise spectral density, man
lation sequences, and noise statistics. Because decohe
depends on a measurement sequence, a precise repre
tion of decoherence must describe fluctuations in the ro
tions f, ux , anduy .

Decoherence from spin echo and Rabi sequences is m
less sensitive to low frequency noise than Ramsey
quences. We have derived an approximate decoherence
that shows for spin-echo sequences the appropriate n
spectral density is evaluated at the manipulation freque
We estimated decoherence rates for the current-biased
sephson junction systems using experimental values
charge, critical current, and flux 1/f noise. These rates indi
cate that this system is a good candidate for a solid-s
quantum computer.

An increase in coherence motivates the use of spin-e
type sequences for logic operations in a quantum compu
These sequences may also be used to directly measur
noise spectral density in these qubits.

Noise theory calculates decoherence in a clear and ph
cal manner, and is especially useful in superconducting s
tems because there is much experience understanding
predicting the noise performance of devices with no
models. We hope that this approach will be used to be
0-9
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understand and predict decoherence in other supercondu
qubits, as well as for other solid-state qubit systems.
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APPENDIX: ENVIRONMENTAL CALCULATION OF THE
PHASE NOISE

We compare here our results for phase noise with pr
ous calculations based on standard quantum calculation
the environment and spin-boson models. We are mostly c
cerned with comparing the form of the phase-noise integ
and checking that quantum noise is included properly. C
culations for the Cooper-pair box system give slightly diffe
ent formulas for the phase fluctuations since they are se
tive to voltage fluctuations from the environment.

As in Sec. III, dephasing from the environment is calc
lated from the correlator̂ei [f(t)2f(0)]&, wheref(t) is given
by Eq. ~8!. For Gaussian noise we have
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